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The political consequences of large 
fiscal adjustments



Conventional wisdom
Fiscal adjustments lead to electoral defeats and 
therefore this is way they are postponed
Fiscal adjustments on the spending side are socially 
very costly.



Conventional wisdom wrong?
There is not evidence that larger budget deficits 
increase changes of reelection.
Brender and Drazen (AER 2008) find the opposite: 
larger deficits are (weakly) associated with less 
success at the polls.



How about large fiscal adjustments?
Many large fiscal adjustments have been followed by 
re-election of government which implemented them.
Especially when the adjustment occurred early in the 
term (Alesina Ardagna and Trebbi IMF Staff papers 
2006)











Reverse causality
Do government get reelected despite having done 
fiscal adjustments?
Only “strong government” can do them?
Hard to test: no clear cut evidence



So?
Political constraints do not come only from elections
Pressure groups, lobbies.
War of attrition model (Alesina and Drazen AER 
1990)
Concentrated benefits diffuse costs (Buchanan and 
Tullock)



Social costs of fiscal adjustments
We don’t know enough.
Much depends on the efficiency of the welfare state.



Expensive but ineffective welfare systems

per cent of households at risk of poverty before and after social transfers (2003)

before after

Sweden 29 11

Finland 28 11

Holland 22 12

Denmark 32 12

before after

Germany 24 16

France 26 12

Belgium 29 16

Italy 22 19

Spain 22 19

Greece 24 21

U.K. 26 18
Source: Eurostat



Transfers to families  
(% disposable income)

Percent to poorest 
quintile 

Germany 26,9 20,2

France 30,1 19,6

Sweden 32,2 25,8

USA 7,4 25,5

UK 16,6 33,7

Spain 21,0 16,0

Italy 28,0 11,7

Greece 21,7 12,6

Turkey 1,9 8,5

Fonte: Peter Whiteford, 2006



Examples

Government wages
Pensions
Physical  infrastructures
Taxes



Conclusions

Don’t always believe in conventional wisdom
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